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Thurl Ravenscroft, a member of the singing group, the Mellomen, who sing #27 Across, appears to have lost his head while singing a familiar song in what popular theme park attraction? (2 words) [HAUNTEDMANSION]

**Across**

3. What animal does the Queen of Hearts use as a ball in #25 Down? [HEDGEHOG]

6. Strangely enough, the title of the caterpillar's song is made up of only what letters? [VOWELS]

7. As it turns out, the two crazy characters having a tea party are actually having an __________ party? [UNBIRTHDAY]

9. After Alice grows to a huge size in the White Rabbit's house, what lizard is recruited to chase her out through the chimney? [BILL]

10. What odd character helps Alice get through the keyhole? [DOORKNOB]

12. According to the song in #15 Down, in which month is there "a wealth of happiness and romance"? [JUNE]

13. What character from this feature film makes this statement?: "I give myself very good advice but I very seldom follow it." [ALICE]

17. Kathryn Beaumont, who provided the voice for Alice, could be heard again later (1953) as what character? [WENDY]

20. TRUE or FALSE: Disney released two short films based on the author's (#24 Down) book "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland"; one called "Alice's Wonderland" in 1923 and "Thru the Mirror" in 1936. [TRUE]

21. According to the Mad Hatter, how slow is the White Rabbit's watch running? (2 words) [TWODAYS]

23. We know how much the Mad Hatter's hat cost, because the tag, which is still attached, reads 10/6. So, what was the cost? (3 words) [TENS SHILLING SIXPENCE]

27. As sung by the Queen's gardeners, what color are they painting the roses? [RED]

29. After saying the word ____, the only way to calm down the Dormouse is by placing jam on his nose. [CAT]

30. What substance does the Mad Hatter refuse to put into White Rabbit's watch, declaring "Don't let's be silly"? [MUSTARD]

31. What is Alice's sister reading to her when we first meet Alice? [HISTORY LESSON]

33. What song is the troublemaking feline in #14 Down singing when Alice first encounters him? (2 words) [TWAS BRILLIG]

34. Alice meets two characters at the tea party, one of which is voiced by Jerry Colonna? (2 names) [MARCH HARE]

**Down**

1. When Alice is placed on trial for tormenting and teasing the Queen of Hearts, what character appears as a witness, besides the March Hare and Mad Hatter? [DORMOUSE]

2. The other character that Alice meets at the tea party with #34 Across was voiced by what actor? (Both names) [EDWYNN]

4. One of the first characters Alice encounters is the ____, who is trying to organize a Caucus Race. [DODO]

5. According to the sign, what is the name of the woods into which Alice wanders? (2 words) [TULGEY WOODS]

8. What is the White Rabbit's song title? (2 words) [IMLATE]

11. Which part of the cat in #14 Down disappears last when Alice first encounters him? [SMILE]

14. What is the name of the other cat that is always getting Alice in trouble? (2 words) [CHESHIRE CAT]

15. Alice sings what song with a group of flowers? ("All in the _______ Afternoon") [GOLDEN]

16. What attraction at the domestic theme parks is based on this feature film? (3 words) [MADTEAPARTY]

18. TRUE or FALSE: The "Alice in Wonderland" soundtrack does NOT have the most songs of any Disney feature film. [FALSE]

19. The twins, Tweedledee and Tweedledum tell the Story of "The Walrus and the _______"? [CARPENTER]

20. How many inches tall is the blue caterpillar that Alice meets along her journey? [THREE]

22. Who does Alice follow at the beginning of the story to begin her adventure? [WHITERABBIT]

24. Who wrote the book on which "Alice in Wonderland" is based? [LEWIS CARROLL]

25. To what game does the Queen of Hearts challenge Alice? [CROQUET]

26. What creature does the Queen of Hearts use as a mallet in #25 Down? [FLAMINGO]

28. What character asks Alice a curious riddle, but then doesn't give her the answer? (2 words) [MAD HATTER]

30. What does the White Rabbit call Alice when she first arrives at his house? [MARYANNE]

32. What is the name of Alice's cat? [DINAH]
Across

35. When Alice first encounters #22 Down, what is he carrying besides the pocket watch? [UMBRELLA]